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Tomato Update 
Florida Growers are moving into harvest areas that will be 

producing larger sizes. Consequently, smaller fruit may begin to 
tighten up in availability. As anticipated, markets continue to 
trend upwards, quoting high $30s for large tomatoes and high 
$20s for smaller sizes.  
 

Mexico Tomato production will start improving as we 

approach the end of January and early February. For the time 
being, markets continue in the mid $40s for large sized tomatoes 
and high $30.00 for smaller sized tomatoes. Good quality extra 
large and jumbo size romas have firmed back up again into the 
mid $20s. Hoping for better supplies and relief in February.  
 

Heirloom Tomatoes California crops are winding down. 

New block out of Mexico is delayed due to cooler weather in the 
growing region. Forecasting volume to improve within the next 
7-10 days. Markets remain steady.  
 

Grape Tomatoes Prices are slightly higher this week as 

Mexican growers work through diminished supplies.  
 

Organic Heirloom Tomatoes Production is solely out 

of Mexico and supplies remain light. New crop volume continues 
to be delayed due to cooler weather in growing regions. 
Forecasting volume to improve by 1st-mid February.  
 

Outlook The new Suspension Agreement enforcement 

standards will begin in March and this too is uncharted territory 
for how much this might reduce usual tomato supplies coming 
into the U.S.  

 
 

Weather Outlook 
California High pressure builds out west with 

seasonal temperatures across Southern California and 
the Southwestern Desert regions. A slight chance of 
showers expected Sunday from a weak system passing to 
the north. Gradual warming and dry conditions expected 
into early February.  

 

Mexico A few isolated showers are possible across 

Central Mexico late this week, otherwise near-normal 
temperatures are expected through next week.  

 

Florida Steady warming from the previous cold 

morning temperatures with a slight chance of rain across 
the northern counties going into the weekend. Seasonal 
temperatures and dry conditions will follow next week. 

  

Avocados 
Mexico Avocados are in high demand with the Super 

Bowl being just a few weeks away. The market will 
remain relatively active leading up to the big game. 
Crossing are up year over year and inventories have 
increased over the last couple of weeks. We are seeing 
better availability on open market fruit, especially #2 
grade.  Post-Super Bowl, we expected to see the market 
come off on price with some opportunity buys available. 
Consistent overall quality reported. Fruit is cutting well 
and eating great.  

 



  

 Berries 
Strawberries The market remains firm this week with 

heavy retail commitments. School business is back in high 
gear which has added to the already strong demand. Good 
quality reported out of California and Mexico with the 
occasional light color and some white shoulder. Movement is 
steady and shelf life has improved. Florida berries are in a 
natural planting gap and yields look to remain lighter for the 
next 5-7 days. Growers in Florida are hoping to be ramped 
back up in time for the Valentine’s Day pull. Look for the 
market in all growing regions to remain firm through the 
weekend.  
 

Blueberries Steady available out of Mexico, Peru and 

Chile. Promotable volumes will be available through the 
month of February with plenty of time to plan ads in-store 
promotions. Good quality reported from all growing regions.  
 

Citrus 
Navel Oranges We are now in peak production out of the 

Central Valley and Coastal regions. Sizing will peak on 
72/88/56/48ct. Larger sized navels available now through the 
remainder of the season.  
 

Lemons California production is going strong out of 

Coachella and the Imperial/Central Valley.   
 

Grapefruit Our next crop out of California will begin mid 

to late February.  
 

Limes Supplies are looking good, almost 700 loads crossed 

last week. Current markets continue to come off and the 
overall quality has been solid. Price changes will vary 
depending on size and grade.  
 

Onions 
Northwest The market has leveled off on red and yellow 

onions while white onions remain active due lighter overall 
supplies. Storage onions are available out of Idaho, Oregon, 
Washington, Utah, and Colorado. Quality on the Northwest 
storage supplies is revealing occasional issues of translucency 
and greening towards the center, typical for January and 
February early season onion varieties. Quality will gradually 
improve as we get into the late season varieties and expect to 
finish the storage season strong during the months of March 
and April. Until then it is recommended to store onions in a 
cool (36-45 degrees), dark, dry, and well-ventilated area to 
extend shelf life and preserve quality. Mexico and Texas fresh 
run onions are expected to start early this year and should see 
some supply by mid-February. 
 

Bell Peppers 
Green Bells As growers work through their harvests that 

were affected by the previous weather events, we are finally 
starting to see steady volume out of Mexico. With the 
upcoming projected volume, the market is expected to 
loosen up by the beginning of next week. Quality is fair with 
downward pressure anticipated for FOB pricing.  
 

Red/Yellow Bells Crossings through Nogales remain 

lighter than normal, particularly on larger sized fruit. Over 
the next two weeks we are hoping to see improvement in 
sizing and production volumes with additional growers 
breaking into their new crops. Growers continue to try and 
meet demand, though we are seeing some quality concerns 
including 10-25% greening of fruit. FOB’s are steady and 
quality is marginal.  
 

Pears 
Washington With Bartlett pears finished for the season, 

many shippers have Bosc and D’Anjou varieties available. 
Bosc pears will run through February and D’Anjous will be 
available through the summer months. Prices have raised 
with fewer pears to choose from and import Bartlett’s will 
be available until the first or second week of February. 
Excellent quality and shelf life reported.  
 


